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Recently, a preliminary spectrum from the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope has been presented
for the inner galaxy (−30◦ < ℓ < 30◦, −5◦ < b < 5◦), as well as the galactic center (−1◦ < ℓ < 1◦,
−1◦ < b < 1◦). We consider the implications of these data for dark matter annihilation models,
especially models capable of producing the cosmic-ray excesses previously observed by PAMELA
and Fermi. These local cosmic-ray excesses, when extrapolated to the inner galaxy, imply inverse
Compton scattering (ICS) gamma-ray signals largely consistent with the preliminary Fermi gamma-
ray spectrum. For specific halos and models, particularly those with prompt photons, the data have
begun to constrain the allowed parameter space. Although significant modeling and background
uncertainties remain, we explore how large a signal is permitted by the current data. Based upon
this, we make predictions for what signal could be present in other regions of the sky where dark
matter signals may be easier to isolate from the astrophysical backgrounds.
PACS numbers: 95.35.+d; 98.70.Sa; 96.50.S; 95.55.Vj
I. INTRODUCTION
During its first year of operation, the Fermi Gamma-
ray Space Telescope [1][94] has revolutionized the study
of gamma-ray pulsars [2] and transients [3], and has de-
termined the e± cosmic-ray spectrum up to 1 TeV [4]
with high statistics. The first-year data release (expected
11 Aug 2009) promises further striking advances: the
high angular and energy resolution of the Large Area
Telescope (LAT) will allow Fermi to explore the ∼ 100
GeV sky, providing a full-sky map of the ISM π0 and in-
verse Compton components for the first time. Among the
many objectives of the mission is the search for gamma
rays produced by dark matter annihilation or decay[95].
Gamma rays have long been recognized as a natu-
ral consequence of Weakly Interacting Massive Particle
(WIMP) models (e.g., [5, 6, 7]), and Fermi was expected
to probe these models [8] by studying galactic subhalos,
the inner galaxy, and the extragalactic background. Con-
ventional WIMPs, such as the neutralino, produce copi-
ous gamma rays from π0 decays in the hadronic cascade
[9].
The situation has changed significantly in the past
year, however. The PAMELA satellite [10] has found ev-
idence for a new primary source of 10-100 GeV positrons,
while the Fermi [4], ATIC [11] and H.E.S.S experiments
[12] have detected a hardening in the local e++ e− spec-
trum at ∼ 300 − 1000 GeV [96]. While e.g. pulsars
provide an astrophysical candidate for this new source
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], dark matter is also an
exciting possibility.
Thermal relic dark matter, which through annihila-
tions was in equilibrium with the photon bath in the early
universe, is expected to produce cosmic ray antimatter
in the galactic halo through the same process. However,
the observed e+e− excess is difficult to incorporate into
most conventional WIMP models because they generally
1) produce too few positrons, 2) produce too soft a spec-
trum and 3) produce too many antiprotons, which have
shown no signs of an excess [21]. While one can by fiat
insist that annihilations are dominantly into leptons, the
large cross section is unexplained.
This problem can be solved by invoking a new force
in the dark sector so that dark matter interacts via –
and annihilates into – a new ∼ GeV scale force car-
rier [22]. Such models, (which we refer to as “excit-
ing dark matter” or XDM), have been previously pro-
posed in the context of the 511 keV excess measured
by INTEGRAL [23][97]. Because the annihilations are
into light states, hard lepton spectra are naturally pro-
duced, but antiproton production is kinematically for-
bidden [24, 25]. The light force carrier yields an en-
hancement to the annihilation cross section through the
Sommerfeld enhancement [22][98] or through capture into
WIMPonium [26, 27]. (For various other models, see
[25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41].)
At the same time, π0’s are generally not copiously pro-
duced in these annihilations, and so prompt photons
are limited to those from final state radiation (FSR)
[42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51], which are sup-
pressed compared to electronic production.
However, shortly after the announcement of the elec-
tronic excesses, it was argued [52] that a diffuse gamma
ray signal from inverse Compton scattering (on starlight,
far-infrared emission from dust, and the CMB) would
be produced from essentially any model of dark matter
annihilation that explains the electronic excesses, and
provide “smoking gun” evidence of its origin (see also
[51, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57] for discussions of the ICS signal).
The dominant process by which electrons lose energy in
the inner galaxy is ICS, so the energy of annihilation is
largely converted into high energy gamma rays. However,
the electrons can propagate away from the point of pro-
2duction before scattering, so these photons are diffused:
at the energies in question, electrons and positrons prop-
agate ∼ 1 kpc, and consequently the signal is expected to
be spread over ∼ 5◦ − 10◦, irrespective of the cuspiness
of the profile. This is in sharp contrast with FSR signals
or other photons produced promptly in DM annihilations
(such as π0 gammas).
Recently, the Fermi-LAT collaboration has presented
preliminary measurements of gamma rays from the inner
galaxy (IG) (|ℓ| < 30◦, |b| < 5◦) [58, 59] and galactic cen-
ter (GC) (|ℓ| < 1◦, |b| < 1◦) [60][99]. Although the GC
is background dominated, there is room in the data for a
DM signal. In the inner galaxy, in particular, there seems
room for some additional contribution above >∼ 20 GeV,
when compared to expected backgrounds. In this paper,
we have assumed that the background from instrumen-
tal and extragalactic backgrounds presented in [58] up to
75 GeV is flat in E2dN/dE up to higher energies. This
extrapolated background is an order of magnitude below
the data points, and preliminary estimates [61] are that
it could be even lower.
There is a long list of caveats that must be applied
to any analysis of these data. First, because this an-
gular range is optimized for emission mechanisms with
a disk-like morpholgy, it is precisely the wrong region
to attempt to claim a definitive signal of dark matter
which should be more spherical [100]. In addition, since
the DM density is significantly higher in the inner 10◦,
the S/B for a DM signal is expected to be significantly
higher with a smaller angular window. Moreover, it must
be emphasized that the preliminary spectrum may shift,
estimates of the instrumental and isotropic backgrounds
will be refined, and expectations for gamma production
in the inner galaxy (especially from point sources) will
be reexamined. In particular, there are known contami-
nants at high energies from charged cosmic rays [62] and
the LAT team is working to remove them.
Nonetheless, in models that explain the
Fermi/PAMELA excesses, the expected electronic
production is so large that an appreciable signal could
arise in this region. We thus focus here on the dark
matter gamma ray signal in this angular range. We
will show that the data are consistent with expectations
from dark matter models for Fermi/PAMELA, and for
some halo models, a significant fraction of the signal at
high energies could arise from DM.
In the following sections we investigate how large a
dark matter annihilation signal could be present, with-
out conflicting with the preliminary data. Proceeding
from this normalization, we make predictions for other
regions of the sky. We will see that large signals above
background are expected in the inner 5◦ as well as in the
“four corners” region (5◦ < |ℓ| < 10◦, 5◦ < |b| < 10◦).
Because some of the signal results from point sources in
the Galactic plane, these estimates of the dark matter
contribution should be taken as upper limits. Only care-
ful modeling with the full data set will be able to establish
that the signal considered here is concentrated in the in-
ner galaxy, as expected, and is not found throughout the
galactic plane.
II. PHOTONS FROM DARK MATTER
ANNIHILATIONS
Photons from dark matter can arise “promptly” or
through inverse Compton scattering (ICS) processes.
Prompt photons arise when photons are actually a com-
ponent of the annihilation process, for example χχ→ γγ
or χχ → hadrons, where π0’s in the final state decay to
photons. Such a signal traces ρ2 [101], i.e., it traces the
dark matter annihilation itself.
In contrast, if the DM annihilation contains many hard
electrons and positrons, then there is a signal of diffuse
emission, from the interactions of the e± with the ISM.
Indeed, such a signal is expected as a “smoking gun” of
models to explain Fermi and PAMELA [52].
For a highly relativistic electron scattering on low en-
ergy photons, the spectrum of upscattered photons is
given by [63],
dN
dEγdǫdt
=
3
4
σT c
(mec
2)2
ǫE2e
(
2q log q + (1 + 2q)(1− q)
+0.5(1− q)(Γq)2/(1 + Γq)
)
n(ǫ), (1)
Γ = 4ǫEe/(mec
2)2, q =
Eγ
Ee
1
Γ(1− Eγ/Ee)
,
ǫ < Eγ < EeΓ/(1 + Γ).
Here ǫ is the initial photon energy, Ee is the electron en-
ergy, Eγ is the energy of the upscattered gamma ray, and
n(ǫ) describes the energy distribution of the soft photons
per unit volume. Where Γ ≪ 1, in the Thomson limit,
the average energy of the upscattered photons is given
by,
〈Eγ〉 = (4/3)γ
2〈ǫ〉, (2)
where γ = Ee/mec
2 is the Lorentz boost of the electron.
In the Klein-Nishina limit, Γ ≫ 1, the spectrum instead
peaks at the high energy end, and the upscattered pho-
ton carries away almost all the energy of the electron.
For inverse Compton scattering on starlight (ǫ ∼ 1eV),
Γ ∼ 1 corresponds to Ee ∼ 65 GeV: consequently, if the
300+ GeV photons observed by Fermi originate by in-
verse Compton scattering on starlight, they indicate the
presence of electrons of similar energy.
Remarkably, we already have evidence for excess elec-
tronic production in high energy electrons from two other
sources: local cosmic rays and excess microwaves in the
inner galaxy. These measurements are complementary
with Fermi LAT measurements of the ICS spectrum:
combining them might allow us to test the synchrotron
hypothesis for the origin of the haze and potentially the
hypothesis that the cosmic ray excesses are due to local
sources.
3The ATIC balloon experiment [11] has measured the
spectrum of e++ e− (ATIC cannot distinguish positrons
from electrons) from 20-2000 GeV, and finds a broad ex-
cess at 300 − 800 GeV, in agreement with the similar
excess observed by PPB-BETS [64]. The Fermi [4] and
H.E.S.S [12] experiments have measured a similar but
somewhat smaller e+ + e− excess in the 300− 1000 GeV
energy range, relative to the standard diffusive propaga-
tion model, and have not confirmed the peak and sharp
cutoff observed by ATIC around 700 GeV. The Fermi
electron spectrum can be well described as a power law
with a spectral index∼ −3.04 in the 20−1000 GeV range,
which is significantly harder than predicted by conven-
tional models for the electron spectrum.
The Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP
[65]) has produced full sky maps from 23-94 GHz [66]
which have provided both strong constraints on the cos-
mological parameters [67] from the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) anisotropies as well as exquisite mea-
surements of Galactic microwave emission mechanisms at
degree angular scales. Recently, [68, 69] showed that, in
addition to the four commonly accepted diffuse emission
mechanisms (thermal bremsstrahlung from hot gas, ther-
mal dust emission from interstellar dust grains, spinning
dust emission from the smallest grains, and synchrotron
from supernova shock accelerated electrons), there is a
fifth Galactic component of diffuse synchrotron centered
roughly on the Galactic center (GC) and extending for
∼ 25 degrees. This emission has been termed the WMAP
“haze” [68, 69]. It has been pointed out that the geom-
etry and spectrum of the haze are consistent with syn-
chrotron from injection of e+e− products of dark matter
annihilation within the Galactic halo [70, 71] and that
these same e+e− should give rise to an ICS signal towards
the GC in the Fermi data [52]. In this paper we concen-
trate on the particle physics models which give rise to an
ICS signal that is consistent with the preliminary Fermi
gamma-ray spectrum; a study of the consistency of the
Fermi spectrum with the WMAP haze (including astro-
physical and haze modeling uncertainties) in the context
of DM annihilation will be presented in [72].
ICS and synchrotron signals both arise from electrons
which may have diffused away from their production
point. Consequently, as we have noted above, the sky
distribution of the prompt and ICS signals is different.
We show in Figure 1 the fraction of the total inner galaxy
signal coming in |b| < 5◦ as a function of ℓ. While the
distribution of the diffuse ICS signal depends on propa-
gation parameters, it is still generally very broad in com-
parison (see [54] for a discussion of the sky distribution
of ICS signals) . Both components, if present, can be
important when viewing the inner galaxy.
III. DARK MATTER MODELS AND ICS IN
THE INNER GALAXY
We calculate the spectrum of gamma rays using the
GALPROP package [73, 74, 75]. For details, see [52].
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FIG. 1: The contribution to the total inner galaxy signal as a
function of longitude for prompt photons (blue, long-dashed)
and ICS photons (red, solid) and π0 background (green, short-
dashed). Plotted is the ICS signal from XDM muons with a
mass of 3 TeV and B0.4 = 340, and a prompt photon signal
normalized to the ICS signal at ℓ = 0. The sky distribution
for 100 GeV photons (top) is broader for ICS than for 750
GeV photons (bottom).
We normalize the dark matter distribution to a refer-
ence local dark matter density ρ0 = 0.4 GeV cm
−3,
following [76], so our boosts are different by a factor
of 0.56 from those appearing in papers that consider
ρ0 = 0.3 GeV cm
−3. We consider six principle annihi-
lation channels, i) direct to muons (χχ → µ+µ−), ii)
XDM electrons (χχ→ φφ, φ→ µ+µ−) , iii) XDM muons
(χχ → φφ, φ → µ+µ−) , iv) XDM e+e−µ+µ−π+π−
1:1:2 (χχ → φφ, φ→ e±, µ+µ−, π+π− in a 1:1:2 ratio),
v) XDM taus (χχ → φφ, φ → τ+τ−), and vi) direct
annihilation to W’s (χχ→W+W−). The first four gen-
erate the bulk of their gammas from ICS processes, with
a small FSR component. The final two have a significant
prompt photon component as well. Model (iv) can arise
where the φ is a gauge boson and kinetically mixes with
the photon and ρ meson at intermediate (∼ 650 MeV)
masses. See [49] for a discussion. Note that the signal
of (iii) is essentially that of [28] without the additional
decays from the scalar state, but is qualitatively very
similar.
Before proceeding to the plots of the IG gammas, we
should again note caveats, both on the signal as well as
data side. The predictions for the ICS photons depend
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FIG. 2: The diffuse gamma ray signal in the inner galaxy (−30◦ < ℓ < 30◦, −5◦ < b < 5◦), with the DM signal arising
principally from ICS in the top four. Upper left : Direct annihilation to muons, χχ→ µ+µ−. B0.4 is the boost factor required
relative to 〈σAv〉 = 3× 10
−26 cm3/s and the reference local DM density of ρ0 = 0.4 GeV cm
−3. Upper right : XDM electrons,
χχ → φφ, followed by φ → e+e−. Middle left : XDM muons, χχ → φφ, followed by φ → µ+µ−. Middle right : XDM
1:1:2, χχ → φφ, followed by φ → e± : µ+µ− : π+π− in a 1:1:2 ratio. The following two cases also have significant prompt
photon contributions. Lower left : XDM taus, χχ → φφ, followed by φ → τ+τ−. Lower right : Direct annihilation to W’s,
χχ→W+W−.
5dramatically on a number of inputs: propagation param-
eters, the ISRF, the magnetic field and the halo profile.
The halo profile alone can change the signal by a signifi-
cant amount, but even normalizing to the haze, there is
still up to a factor of roughly 6 uncertainty in the ICS
signal amplitude (see [52, 72] for more details). Prompt
photons suffer the usual halo uncertainty, but not the
astrophysical ones.
The data, it must be remembered, are preliminary.
The highest energy data (>∼ 100 GeV) contain significant
contamination from (non-photon) cosmic rays [62], as
we have discussed, and should the isotropic background
sources rise, instead of staying flat, it could become im-
portant in this high energy range as well. Thus, rather
than showing individual data points, we show a grey band
which is an envelope of the preliminary allowed range. It
should be expected to shift downward at the highest en-
ergies as the data are refined. Since our principal focus at
this point is how much signal could be seen in the inner
region in light of these data, we shall not worry about the
additional sources or contamination until they are fully
studied.
We show in Figure 2 the signal for the inner galaxy
region for which preliminary data have been shown re-
cently by Fermi [58, 59]. In viewing these plots, we see
that ICS contributions do an excellent job of fitting the
excess gamma rays. The highest energy data point is
challenging to fit with ICS alone, however. We also show
the XDM τ annihilation mode, which has prompt pho-
tons from π0’s. The overall normalization of this channel
is low compared to what would fit the local electronic
excess, but demonstrates what even a small contribution
of prompt hard photons can do to the spectrum. Such
prompt photons could occur if φ has a subdominant de-
cay to a π0-rich mode, or if the DM annihilates into many
φ’s (as might occur in a non-Abelian model [22, 77]. Like-
wise, if mφ < 2mµ and it is a scalar [24, 29], then there
can be an appreciable width into γγ.
The cross sections needed to fit the Fermi high en-
ergy electron excess (which we prefer to produce the nor-
malization, as PAMELA is a ratio) [52] are sometimes
slightly larger than what is compatible with the Fermi
IG data. For the muon and XDM electron annihila-
tion channels, the difference is roughly a factor of two,
while for XDM muons and XDM 1:1:2 the boost factors
are comparable [102]. This, however, is well within the
uncertainties, as the diffuse signal depends on, among
other things, the halo profile (see figure 3), the propaga-
tion parameters, and the contributors to the energy loss
(specifically the magnetic field and ISRF). Thus, such
close agreement is actually very encouraging. Such a dif-
ference may also arise from substructure (which may be
disrupted in the galactic center) or from a change in the
velocity dispersion (specifically, should it go up in the
inner galaxy, as in [78, 79]).
A. Varying the halo profile
The only channels which seems to deviate noticeably
from the preferred boost are the XDM tau channel, which
is ∼ 6 times lower than what is needed, and the W+W−
channel, which is roughly a factor of four lower. The
W+W− channel has p¯ limits which are already very sig-
nificant [80], and so likely would be excluded already.
For the XDM tau channel, we must remember that the
signal is dominated by the galactic center, and so a
cored isothermal profile with a larger boost, for instance,
should be able to give a similar signal with a boost com-
parable to what is needed to explain the Fermi/PAMELA
e± signals. Such a soft core is required from HESS con-
straints in any event for this channel [47, 48, 49, 50, 51].
Finally, as noted above, these channels, in particular the
XDM tau mode, give some sense of what even a subdom-
inant prompt photon contribution can do to the signal,
and serve as a proxy for other modes. We see that the
prompt contribution can be significant at high energies,
even with a lower boost than the other channels. Should
there be a prompt photon contribution, for instance from
tau or kaon decay to π0 (as might happen with a heav-
ier φ) it may be relevant, even if it is subdominant (for
instance from kinematical suppression).
Because the prompt and ICS photons have different
distributions (see Figure 1) a study of the distribution of
the excesses as a function of energy should allow a dis-
tinction between prompt and ICS components, although
this may be challenging. Additionally, such a prompt
signal could be searched for in regions of the sky where
the ICS signal is expected to be lower (for instance, the
extragalactic emission or dwarf galaxies).
The density profile of dark matter in the inner galaxy
is not well known. Cosmological numerical simulations
of cold dark matter predict halo density profiles with
cuspy inner regions, well described by the Einasto [81] or
Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) [82] profiles. However, the
inclusion of baryons may flatten out these cusps, yielding
halos better modeled by an isothermal sphere (see, e.g.,
[78, 79]).
To test the effect of varying the dark matter density
profile, we performed a sample calculation using three
different halo models :
ρ(r) =ρ0
rc
r
1
(1 + r/rc)2
NFW,
(3)
ρ(r) =ρ0 exp
(
−
2
α
(
rα −Rα⊙
rα−2
))
Einasto,
(4)
ρ(r) =ρ0
r2c +R
2
⊙
r2c + r
2
CoredIsothermal.
(5)
Here R⊙ = 8.5 kpc is the solar distance from the Galactic
center, r is the spherical radial coordinate, rc is the core
radius and ρ0 is the local value of the dark matter mass
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FIG. 3: The dependence of the inner Galaxy diffuse gamma ray signal on the dark matter density profile. Left: boost factors
are chosen to give equal flux at 100 GeV, for the sample annihilation channel χχ → φφ, followed by φ → e+e−. Right: Same
mode, but constant boost factors.
density, except in the NFW case, where ρ(rc) = ρ0/4.
For the NFW profile we have taken rc = 20 kpc. For the
Einasto profile we have used α = 0.17, with r−2 = 25
kpc, while the “cored isothermal” profile used here is
taken from [83], with rc = 2.8 kpc.
Figure 3 shows the effect of varying the dark matter
density profile on the gamma ray spectrum and the boost
factor required to fit the data. The required boost fac-
tor is sensitive to the choice of profile, but the spectral
shape is nearly unchanged. The largest boost factors are
required for the isothermal profile due to its lower density
in the inner galaxy; Einasto and NFW halos give rise to
more annihilation and hence require smaller boosts.
B. Predictions for the Galactic Center and “Four
Corners”
Figure 1 shows the contribution to the gamma ray
spectrum as a function of angle from the GC. We see that
most of the contribution is from the center, and that sig-
nal falls off more rapidly than background. Hence, mov-
ing to the galactic center should provide a stronger signal
compared to background, so long as one is away from the
true GC, where significant point sources can dominate.
We show in Figure 4 the expected signal for the models
for the inner 5◦ of the galaxy. We see that based upon
the signal which could possibly be in the IG, a significant
signal should also be seen in this region. Because of the
aforementioned uncertainties, the signal could be signifi-
cantly lower, by possibly a factor of six, even normalizing
to the haze [52, 72].
The amplitude of the signal is also uncertain, however,
because most of the signal arises from the inner 10◦ for
an Einasto profile, and in fact, mostly from the inner 5◦.
Thus uncertainties in the halo profile clearly will affect
the size of the GC-5◦ signal as well. At the same time,
even for the cored isothermal halo, any significant con-
tribution to the IG is coming from the inner region, and
so normalizing to a contribution allowed in the present
data, a significant signal could be present.
In the innermost 1◦ of the Galaxy, initial measure-
ments from the Fermi LAT can place constraints on
the possible dark matter annihilation cross section [84].
The total integrated gamma ray flux, including back-
ground, between 100 MeV and 100 GeV is measured to
be 1.22× 10−6 cm−2 s−1 (no attempt has been made to
subtract background at this stage). The signals from our
models in this region, with the boost factors required to
fit the IG gamma ray spectrum, are uniformly well below
this limit – as would be expected, since the Galactic cen-
ter is expected to be highly background dominated. For
example, for the case of a 2.5 TeV WIMP annihilating
through the “XDM muons” channel (χχ → φφ followed
by φ → µ+µ−), the integral flux over 100 MeV – 2 TeV
is ∼ 3(BF/1000) × 10−7 cm−2 s−1 for an Einasto halo
profile.
Of course, the galactic center is a challenging place to
look for signal. There are numerous point sources, and
the disk of the galaxy is very bright. Near ℓ = 0◦, it is dif-
ficult to map galactic rotation to distance, so structures
cannot be placed along the line of sight. Such problems
can be alleviated by moving off the plane by 5◦ in b and
away from the center by 5◦ in ℓ. This motivates a con-
sideration of the “four corners” (FC) region, defined to
be (5◦ < |ℓ| < 10◦, 5◦ < |b| < 10◦). Such a region has
lower backgrounds and, additionally, lower uncertainties
in its background. In some sense this is taking the idea of
an annulus, proposed previously [87] a step further. We
show in Figure 5 the signal expected in this region of the
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FIG. 4: The gamma ray signal in the galactic center (−5◦ < ℓ < 5◦, −5◦ < b < 5◦) normalized to the IG. Upper left : Direct
annihilation to muons, χχ → µ+µ−. B0.4 is the boost factor required relative to 〈σAv〉 = 3 × 10
−26 cm3/s and the reference
local DM density of ρ0 = 0.4 GeV cm
−3. Upper right : XDM electrons, χχ → φφ, followed by φ → e+e−. Middle left : XDM
muons, χχ → φφ, followed by φ→ µ+µ−. Middle right : XDM 1:1:2, χχ → φφ, followed by φ → e± : µ+µ− : π+π− in a 1:1:2
ratio. Lower left : XDM taus, χχ→ φφ, followed by φ→ τ+τ−. Lower right : Direct annihilation to W’s, χχ→W+W−. Data
points are from the Strong et al. re-analysis of the EGRET data [85], which found a harder spectrum at 10− 100 GeV within
a few degrees of the GC, using improved sensitivity estimates from [86].
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FIG. 5: The gamma ray signal in the four corners region (5◦ < |ℓ| < 10◦, 5◦ < |b| < 10◦), normalized to the IG. Upper left :
Direct annihilation to muons, χχ → µ+µ−. B0.4 is the boost factor required relative to 〈σAv〉 = 3 × 10
−26 cm3/s and the
reference local DM density of ρ0 = 0.4 GeV cm
−3. Upper right : XDM electrons, χχ→ φφ, followed by φ→ e+e−. Middle left :
XDM muons, χχ→ φφ, followed by φ→ µ+µ−. Middle right : XDM 1:1:2, χχ→ φφ, followed by φ→ e± : µ+µ− : π+π− in a
1:1:2 ratio. Lower left : XDM taus, χχ→ φφ, followed by φ→ τ+τ−. Lower right : Direct annihilation to W’s, χχ→ W+W−.
9sky. While the total signal is smaller than in the inner 5◦,
the lower uncertainties and high S/B there should make
the signal more pronounced.
As one can see the S/B is very high in this region.
Although there are still uncertainties in e.g., diffusion
parameters and the magnetic field, the strength of this
signal should give conclusive evidence for these models.
IV. DISCUSSION
As Fermi moves into the central regions of the galaxy,
the possibility of detection of a dark matter signal in-
creases. Already the present IG data places limits on how
strong a signal could be, but, interestingly, is still com-
patible with a contribution expected from ICS signals of
dark matter models which explain local e± excesses. As
the data are refined, a broad excess could be indicative
of an ICS signal, while a peakier signal at higher energies
is more easily associated with a prompt photon contri-
bution.
As these data are preliminary, and the region of the
sky is dominated by background, one must be extremely
cautious, and constraints will likely strengthen. Still, as
the DM interpretation of the electronic excess has such
a robust ICS prediction, it is certainly exciting that such
a signal could be present at the expected size. As the
majority of the DM signal in the IG originates domi-
nantly from the inner part of the region considered, as
Fermi narrows the angular size, the significance should
increase, as long as point sources in the GC are treated
appropriately. The most convincing data may come from
a four-corners analysis, where backgrounds are better un-
derstood. In any event, in the near future, data releases
from Fermi should shed significant light on the nature of
dark matter.
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